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This dissertation examines an unexplored influence on consumers’ product perceptions: 

the distribution of attribute values within a product market. In line with a goal-directed theory of 

perception, I show that consumers’ tasks prime the perceptual accessibility particular product 

attributes, depending on the attributes’ distributions. This increased sensitivity persists post task 

completion, resulting in greater perceptions of attribute importance (pilot study) and greater 

sensitivity to attribute level tradeoffs (Experiments 1-3). Experiment 3 also shows how 

consumers’ dispositional biases (need for cognition) can prime particular attributes, and, in some 

cases magnifies the effects of task related priming.    
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Changing consumers’ weighting of product attributes is one of the most critical elements 

of marketing strategy. At a most basic level, positioning strategies based upon differentiation 

require that some product attributes are more accessible than others when consumers consider 

particular products (Dickson and Ginter 1987).  Changing the accessibility of product attributes 

also affects product choice.  Products are typically dense with attributes, forcing consumers to 

utilize only a subset of product attributes in the decision making process (Bettman, Luce, and 

Payne 1998).  Obviously, managers would like consumers to use attributes where their product 

possesses a competitive advantage.  Thus, the ability to understand and control which attributes 

enter consumers’ decision calculi is of fundamental theoretical and practical interest. 

 Previous research has indicated that an attribute enters the decision calculus when the 

attribute is accessible or diagnostic (Feldman and Lynch 1998; Lynch, Marmorstein, and 

Weigold 1998). Of these factors, accessibility is a primary requirement. One way that particular 

attributes can gain accessibility is through priming. Traditionally, priming has been thought of as 

a memory based phenomena, whereby prime-associated concepts become more accessible in 

memory after exposure to a prime.  Building on that general theme, recent work has also shown 

that priming increases the accessibility of external, prime-associated cues as well. These priming 

effects have been shown to influence consumers’ external search for information (Mandel and 

Johnson 2002) and stimulus-based choices (Chernev 2004; Yi 1990).   

 However, extant research has centered on compatibilities between the qualitative nature 

of the prime and the attributes of products in stimulus-based choice. For example, in Mandel and 

Johnson (2002) individuals were exposed to either a safety or frugality prime. They were then 

given information about two cars, one which was safer, but more expensive, and one which was 
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cheaper, but less safe. Subjects then chose the car they favored. As predicted, subjects receiving 

a safety prime chose the car with superior values on the safety attribute and subjects receiving 

the frugality prime chose the cheaper car. Similarly, subjects in Chernev (2004), who were either 

primed with a prevention or promotion goal, chose different products, depending on how these 

products’ attributes afforded the completion of the primed regulatory goal. 

 This paper investigates an alternative way that stimulus-based attributes are primed.  

Similar to the way that goals prime individuals to search for and use qualitatively related product 

attributes, I examine how consumers’ tasks act as primes, increasing the accessibility (and 

subsequent use) of attributes that enable task completion, regardless of the qualitative nature of 

the attribute.  Specifically, drawing elements from the theories of goal-based perception 

(Janiszewski 2007), event coding (Hommell, Müssler, Aschersleben, and Prinz 2001), and 

diagnostic recognition (Schyns 1998), I propose a mechanism that describes how consumers’ 

tasks are best afforded by attributes with particular distributions lead them to rely on attributes 

that afforded initial task completion during subsequent judgments.  

 One pilot study and five experiments demonstrate that consumers’ tasks prime perceptual 

accessibility of certain product attributes, depending on their distributions. This sensitization is 

shown to affect perceptions of attribute importance (pilot study) and sensitivity towards attribute 

level tradeoffs (Experiments 1-3). Experiment 1A shows that task related attribute priming leads 

to differential sensitivity towards attribute level tradeoffs, resulting in changes in consumers’ 

judgments about product novelty.  Experiment 1B extends this finding to differences in 

consumers’ willingness to pay for new products.  Experiment 2 tests attribute level sensitivity 

differently, and provides critical insight into how attribute use differs depending on consumers’ 

tasks.  Experiments 3A and 3B provide evidence that post-exposure sensitivity towards specific 
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attribute distributions is the result of priming rather than consumers’ motivation. These studies 

also discuss an important moderator to the task-attribute relationship. They show that consumers’ 

need for cognition (NFC), an individual dispositional bias having effects on information search, 

affects the influence of task related priming on subsequent judgments of product similarity. The 

paper concludes with a discussion of both the theoretical and applied implications of these 

results, providing several directions for future inquiry.  

Attribute Value Distributions and Attribute Use 

 Within any product category, individual brands often possess similar attributes.  This is 

even more prevalent for individual models of a product within a particular manufacturer’s 

product line. Although brands (models) within a product category (product line) may all have the 

same attributes, each brand (model) may possess a different attribute value along these attributes.  

For example, all cars have some doors (shared attribute), but the specific shape of each car door 

(value along this attribute) may vary between different brands. Likewise, there may also be 

variation in values along an attribute between different models of the same brand. 

 Along shared attributes, individual items may have similar or different values.  On some 

attributes, all of the items may have the same value. The structural alignment literature defines 

such attributes as commonalities (Markman and Gentner 1993).  On other attributes, a group of 

products may share one value while another group shares a different value.  Because these 

attributes describe sets of products, they can be thought of as category diagnostic. Finally, there 

may be some product attributes where each item possesses a unique value.  Both of these types 

of attribute distributions represent alignable differences between the items (Markman and 

Gentner 1993), which will be the focus of this paper.  Before discussing how these attributes are 

primed, it is useful to understand the baseline salience of the attributes.  The next sections of this 

paper explore the general perceptual accessibility of category diagnostic and unique attributes. 
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Attributes with Category Diagnostic Distributions 

 There may be reason to believe that the human perceptual system may be naturally 

attuned to perceive attributes with category diagnostic distributions of attribute values. 

Categorization and concept formation are inherent perceptual processes critical to human 

cognition (Fodor 1981; Murphy 2002).  One function of the conceptual system is to simplify the 

information in the environment (Atick 1992; Chater 1999; Rosch, Mervis, Grey, Johnson, and 

Boyles-Braem 1976).  Efficiency is accomplished through the representation of attributes that 

allow the most accurate groupings of the largest number of similar items, known as “basic-level 

categories” (Rosch et al. 1976).  Within the memory literature, high accessibility for basic-level 

categories is well documented (Mervis and Rosch 1981; Rosch et al. 1976), but less evidence 

exists regarding the accessibility (either perceptual or in memory) of the attributes that define 

them.  While Schyns (1998) notes that the perceptual accessibility of physical features defining 

basic-level membership (i.e., category diagnostic attributes) provides a compelling explanation 

for the speedier recognition of basic-level categories, there has been limited work detailing this 

hypothesis explicitly.   

 The existing literature regarding accessibility of category diagnostic attributes mainly 

relates to memory based phenomena. Schyns and Murphy (1994) contended that individuals 

preferentially represent category diagnostic attributes in memory because of their contribution to 

efficient concepts and labeled this phenomenon the functionality principle.  Schyns and Rodet 

(1997) provided a test of the functionality principle.  In the preliminary experiment of their 

study, subjects were exposed to ten pictures.  Half of the pictures were from one category and the 

other half were members of an alternate category.  Category membership was defined by the 

exclusive presence of an object feature such that features common to all the members of the first 

category were absent from members of the second category, and vice-versa.  Additionally, all of 
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the stimuli had some unique features.  Subjects were not given any information about the 

category structure of the items in the exposure set.  They did not know that the set could be 

divided into categories, nor were they made aware of the number of possible categories that 

existed.  Following exposure to the entire set of items, subjects were shown a new picture and 

were asked to delineate features which they “had seen” during exposure.  Consistent with the 

functionality principle, subjects delineated features that previously defined membership in either 

category to a greater extent than the other stimulus features.  This was interpreted as higher 

accessibility for the category diagnostic attributes.  

 Other evidence also suggests that category diagnostic attributes become perceptually 

salient after exposure, leading individuals to rely on them in future decisions.  Tversky (1977) 

found that attributes that allowed for accurate classifications of the presented stimuli were more 

heavily weighted in subjects’ similarity judgments.  Similarly, Goldstone (1994) demonstrated 

that following exposure, perceptual sensitivity towards category diagnostic attributes is 

increased.  In his experiment, although subjects could attend to either (or both) of two stimulus 

attributes, subjects only demonstrated increased sensitivity (as indicated by their performance on 

same/different judgments) on the attribute which accurately predicted correct categorization, 

even when both attributes were present an equal number of times and were tightly controlled to 

be equally salient.   

 There are several implications to these studies.  First, they suggest that the distribution of 

values along an attribute affects that attribute’s perceptual accessibility. Second, category 

diagnostic attributes may be more perceptually accessible and be the most likely to affect 

individuals’ subsequent decisions than attributes with other distributions of values.  
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Attributes with Unique Distributions of Values 

Aside from operating efficiently, it is critical that our conceptual system be able to identify 

differences between individual category members.  Individual item identification requires 

representation of attributes that have differentiating information.  While representing category 

diagnostic attributes facilitates storage and retrieval of many items using a single cue, it does not 

afford specific identification or recognition processes within the category itself.  Identification is 

dependent on the recognition of attribute values that define individual items.  Attributes with 

unique values for each item best afford this process.  Due to this function’s importance, unique 

attributes may be more perceptually salient than other attribute distributions. 

 Some evidence for greater perceptual accessibility comes from the perceptual learning 

literature.  One learning mechanism, predifferentiation, sensitizes individuals towards features of 

stimuli that enable distinctions to be made between them (Gibson 1991).  Indeed, 

predifferentiation has been shown to be an integrated, automatic process that accompanies 

perception itself.  In their classic study, Gibson and Walk (1965) demonstrated that stimulus 

differentiation occurs through exposure alone and that attributes that distinguish individual 

objects guide future behavior even when the initial exposure to the set of items is not governed 

by any high-level strategy. 

 Attributes with unique distributions of values for may also be more perceptually 

accessible due to the increased attention paid to them during the exposure process. As shown by 

Lurie (2004), unique attributes contain the largest amount of information (of any distribution 

type) due to the number of possible attribute values and the equiprobability of these attribute 

values’ occurrences.  The large amount of information contained within this attribute may draw 

attention towards it during exposure.  Pirolli and Card (1999) theorize that attention to particular 

patches of a stimulus is proportional to the amount of information that the patch contains.  If 
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attentional resources are zero-sum, then the most variant attributes would receive more attention 

than other product attributes.  This initial attention may impact the attribute’s later use.  Recent 

work regarding the number of levels effect in conjoint analysis supports this premise. In their 

study, De Wilde, Janiszewski, and Cooke (2008) found that unique attribute values tended to 

draw increased attention, affecting subjects importance ratings. 

 Other evidence also shows that unique attributes may be more likely to be used in 

decisions than other attributes.  Tversky (1977) reported the existence of the extension effect 

whereby attributes with values that varied between items were heavily weighted in judgments of 

differences between items.  Likewise, Medin, Goldstone, and Gentner (1993) found that 

variation along an attribute was a core determinant of the attribute being noticed.  Building on 

this work, Goldstone, Medin, and Halberstadt (1997) demonstrated that the importance given to a 

particular product attribute was related to the variability of values along it.  In their study, 

attributes that were otherwise ignored had a major influence on judgment when variation in 

values was introduced along them. Additional support for the use of unique attributes comes 

from the consumer choice literature. Johnson (1989) determined that the impact of an attribute 

on a decision was increased when the attribute was shared among the alternatives considered and 

when each alternative possessed a unique value along it.    

 Like before, these studies further contribute to the notion that there is a relationship 

between the distribution of attribute values along an attribute and its use.  However, the literature 

reviewed here builds a case that unique attributes are more perceptually available and have 

greater impact in subsequent decisions than other product attributes.  This accessibility may be 

derived from two sources: a natural sensitivity to perceive these attributes due to their affordance 
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of identification and recognition processes or the increased attention paid to them as a result of 

their higher information value.   

Consumer Goals Affect Attribute Use 

 The previous section described how different attribute distributions are critical to 

conceptual formation and individual item differentiation.  The reviewed evidence provides 

conflicting support for the greater accessibility of category diagnostic and unique attributes.  This 

section proposes a framework that disentangles the disparate findings.  Specifically, drawing 

elements from the theories of goal-based perception (Janiszewski 2007), event coding (Hommell, 

Müssler, Aschersleben, and Prinz 2001), and diagnostic recognition (Schyns 1998), I 

hypothesize that consumers’ tasks during product exposure prime attention towards attributes 

with different distributions of values, depending on how these distributions afford initial task 

goals.  The resulting increase in attribute accessibility persists after exposure, resulting in greater 

reliance on this attribute during subsequent decisions.   

 It is clear from the reviewed literature that there is disagreement about the link between 

the distribution of values along an attribute, its accessibility, and its weight in future choices.  

The lack of a parsimonious body of evidence suggests the presence of a moderating factor.  The 

most obvious difference between the studies reported are the tasks employed in the experiments.  

When subjects learned sets of items, category diagnostic attributes became more accessible 

(Schyns and Rodet 1997) and affected future decisions (Goldstone 1994; Tversky 1977).  

However, when subjects made judgments about individual items or made choices between items, 

unique attributes were more accessible and shaped judgments and choices (Goldstone, Medin, 

and Halberstadt 1997; Johnson 1989; Medin, Goldstone, and Gentner 1993).  Thus, it seems that 

temporary task goals affect use of attributes, depending on these attributes’ distributions. 
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 A number of recent (and related) theories speak to this possibility. Janiszewski (2007) 

proposed a “goal-directed” account of perception.  He contends that the goal directed nature of 

the perceptual system causes individuals to “only perceive the events in the environment that are 

instrumental to an ongoing task” and to not perceive irrelevant elements.  In other words, active 

goals increase the perceptual salience of cues that enable goal fulfillment and decrease the 

salience of cues not critical to goal completion.  This link between perception and action is 

explained using the “Theory of Event Coding” (Hommel et al. 2000).  

 At the core of the “Theory of Event Coding” is the notion that representations of goals (or 

planned actions) share a common, yet abstracted, language with perceptual representations.  This 

is different from traditional information processing accounts where perception and action 

planning operate in different, distinct domains.  As the result of sharing a common 

representational language, interactions between goals and perceptual activity are possible and 

routine.  For example, when individuals intend to perform an action (i.e., possess a goal), 

perceptual features in the individual’s environment related to this action are primed in parallel.  

This has two effects.  First, the priming results in greater salience for features relevant to the 

active goal.  Second, features unrelated to the goal become less perceptually accessible.  Most, 

Scholl, Clifford, and Simons (2005) provide substantial evidence for these effects. 

 The framework of diagnostic recognition (Schyns 1998) predicts similar outcomes.  

Schyns noted that the ability to recognize and identify elements of the environment depends on 

the interaction of two factors: available perceptual information and task constraints.  Through a 

review of experimental results, Schyns (1998) builds the case that ambiguous stimuli are 

classified using cues that afford accomplishment of previous or current tasks.  Further, cues that 

were not diagnostic with regard to the attempted task did not enter conscious awareness.  Finally, 
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but importantly, his experiments demonstrated the persistent sensitization of particular stimulus 

features as a result of their previous diagnosticity.  This differs somewhat from the 

aforementioned work (Hommel et al. 2000; Janiszewski 2007; Most et al. 2005), because the 

studies presented by Schyns (1998) indicate that the increased sensitization of goal-related 

perceptual cues persists even after a particular task has been completed.  Interestingly, this 

explains the continued of sensitization for category diagnostic attributes in Goldstone (1994).  

Therefore, subsequent to product exposure, product judgments should demonstrate a greater 

reliance on attributes with distributions of values that afford completion of consumers’ goals at 

the time of initial product exposure. 

 It is easy to hypothesize how consumers’ concrete tasks link to more ephemeral goals. 

This paper investigates two consumer tasks: consideration set formation and product choice.  

When forming consideration sets, consumers attempt to simplify their choice environments and 

engage in a categorization-like process (Chakravarti and Janiszewski 2003; Chakravarti, 

Janiszewski, and Ulkumen 2006).  When consumers choose, they must select a single item and 

therefore engage in individual item recognition and identification in order to engage in a 

compensatory process.   

 The central hypothesis of this paper is that the tasks consumers perform during the initial 

exposure to a set of products prime the perceptual accessibility of particular product attributes 

when the distributions afford the task goal. This sensitization persists even after task completion, 

resulting in greater sensitivity to attribute level tradeoffs along these attributes during subsequent 

decisions.  Category diagnostic attributes will dominate judgments when exposure is 

accompanied by tasks that require simplification of the choice environment (consideration set 
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formation). Conversely, unique attributes will drive future product perceptions when individual 

item identification is critical during initial exposure (choice). 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE PILOT STUDY 

 The pilot study was designed to determine the basic effects of the relationship between 

how consumers’ tasks and distributions of attribute values. Here, their impact on perceived 

attribute importance is investigated. Consumers’ perceptions of attribute importance are a 

fundamental issue for managers.  Changes in perceived importance affect both the accessibility 

and perceived diagnosticity of particular attributes, which influence the likelihood that a 

particular attribute will be utilized in future product judgments and choices (Feldman and Lynch 

1988; Lynch, Marmorstein, and Weigold 1988).  In line with the general hypotheses of this 

paper, category diagnostic attributes should be perceived as more important when initial 

exposure is accompanied by consideration set formation and unique attributes should gain 

importance when exposure is coupled with a choice task.  

Method 

 Participants and Design.  Seventy-five undergraduate students from a large southeastern 

university participated in this experiment in exchange for extra credit.  A two (shopping task: 

“form a consideration set” vs. “choose the best product”) by two (attribute distribution type: 

category diagnostic vs. unique) mixed design was used.  Shopping task was the between-subjects 

factor and attribute distribution type was the within-subjects factor.  

 Stimuli.  This experiment used four actual tee-shirts during the exposure phase (Figure 2-

1). Two of the tee-shirts had a rounded “crew” collar and two of the tee-shirts had a wedged “v-

neck” collar.  All of the tee-shirts were a different color (grey, white, blue, and red).  By 

definition, neck type was the category diagnostic attribute and color was the unique attribute.  

The shirts were identical in every other way.  The shirts were hung at the front of the laboratory 
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and were easily viewed from any of the computer stations in the lab. The shirts remained visible 

throughout the entire experiment. 

 The test phase of the experiment utilized a pen and paper questionnaire.  Here, subjects 

were asked to circle the shirts that they included in their consideration set or the shirt that they 

chose during the initial product exposure.  Next, the subjects were presented with a list of 

product attributes typical of tee-shirts including: size, material type, brand, price, color, shape, 

weight, and thickness. Subjects were asked to rate “how important” each attribute was to them 

when thinking about tee-shirts. Of these attributes, shape (category diagnostic) and color 

(unique) were the critical attributes.   

 Procedure.  Upon entering the laboratory, subjects were seated and were told to wait for 

further instructions.  Once all subjects were seated, the group of subjects was given a shopping 

task to perform while examining the tee-shirts. The group receiving the consideration set task 

was told to “form a consideration set of the two shirts they liked the best,” while the group 

receiving the choice instruction was told to “choose their favorite shirt.”  The subjects were 

allowed to examine the shirts for as long as they desired.  Following this step, the subjects 

finished other, unrelated experiments, using the computers located in front of them.  Upon 

completion of these experiments, the subjects were given a paper questionnaire which they were 

asked to complete.  Depending on their initial task, the questionnaire asked them to circle the 

brand(s) composing their consideration set or choice.  Next, subjects were asked to rate the 

importance of various attributes of tee-shirts, using a 1-10 scale. The experiment concluded once 

subjects had finished the one-page survey. 

Results 

 A 2 (shopping task: “form a consideration set” vs. “choose the best product”) by 2 

(attribute distribution type: category diagnostic (shape) vs. unique (color)) repeated-measures 
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MANOVA was performed on the importance ratings, with shopping task as the between-subjects 

variable, and attribute distribution type as the within-subjects factor.  In line with the hypotheses, 

there was a two-way interaction between shopping task and attribute distributions on subjects’ 

ratings of attribute importance (F (1, 73) = 3.74, p = .057).  Simple effect tests revealed a 

significant effect of instruction on importance ratings of the unique attribute (color) (MConsider = 

7.30, MChoose = 8.25; F (1, 73) = 3.92, p = .051). However, there was no effect of instruction on 

importance ratings for the category diagnostic attribute (shape) (MConsider = 7.67, MChoose = 7.77; 

F < 1).  There were no effects of instruction alone (F (1, 73) = 1.56, p = .20) or attribute type 

alone (F < 1) on subjects ratings of the critical attributes. Figure 2-2 depicts these results. 

Discussion 

 The pilot experiment provides evidence that consumers’ tasks and distributions of 

attribute values affect perceptions of attribute importance. The experiment also shows that 

sensitization towards particular attributes persists, even after task completion.  Indeed, the fact 

that the attribute importance ratings did not take place until 20-25 minutes after the initial 

consideration set formation (choice), demonstrates the strength of the effect.  Interestingly, there 

was a larger effect of initial task on importance ratings for the unique attribute than for the 

category diagnostic attribute.  This may have occurred due to the methodological imperfections 

of this experiment.  Here, the shape of the shirt (neck-type) was always category diagnostic and 

the color of the shirt was always unique. One possibility is that the unique colors of the shirts 

somehow made individuals more sensitive to differences in task.  If this is the case, then 

counterbalancing assignment of attribute values distributions to a particular attribute should lead 

to effects (or null effects) for both the category diagnostic and unique attributes.  Experiments 1a 

and 1b test for this possibility.  
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Figure 2-1. Tee-shirts used as stimuli in the pilot experiment. 
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Figure 2-2. Reported importance ratings for the pilot experiment.  
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENT 1 

 One limitation of the pilot experiment was that it did not counterbalance assignment of 

attribute type to attribute value distributions.  This experiment corrects this limitation in two 

ways.  First, assignment of attribute value distribution to attribute type is counterbalanced, which 

should counteract any spurious interaction between attribute type and distribution.  Second, 

experiment 1 utilizes different types of products, which is not only more ecologically valid, but 

also allows more attribute type/attribute distribution situations to be examined.   

 Further, while the pilot experiment demonstrated that attribute value distributions and 

consumers’ tasks affect perceptions of attribute importance, the experiment does not show that 

consumers will actually rely on these attributes when making a decision.  Experiments 1a and 1b 

show that attribute distributions have an effect on consumers’ actual judgments and decisions.  

Specifically, experiment 1A examines consumers’ perceptions of new product novelty, and 

experiment 1B examines consumers’ willingness to pay for new products.  

Experiment 1A 

 When managers introduce a new product to the market, they face a critical decision 

regarding product positioning. An elemental part of this decision is to determine how “new” they 

want the product to seem to consumers. Indeed, the degree of perceived product novelty has a 

host of implications for consumers’ judgments about the product (Alexander, Lynch, and Wang 

2008). This experiment examines how a consumer’s task during product exposure and the 

distribution of attribute values along a product attribute affects the perceived novelty of new 

product introductions.  

 In line with the previous hypotheses, consumers engaged in consideration set formation 

at the time of exposure should sensitize towards the category diagnostic attribute. This will cause 
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them to be more apt to notice changes in values along that attribute, leading to greater 

perceptions of product novelty for items that differ along that attribute than for new products that 

differ on the unique attribute.  Conversely, when consumers initially engage in choice, they will 

become sensitized towards unique attributes, and will report greater novelty for new products 

that differ along the unique attribute than for new products that differ on the category diagnostic 

attribute. 

Method 

 Participants and Design.  Forty-eight undergraduate students from a large southeastern 

university participated in this experiment in exchange for extra credit.  The design was a three 

(product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by two (shopping task: “form a consideration 

set” vs. “choose the best product”) by two (new product attribute difference type: category 

diagnostic vs. unique) mixed design.  Product category and new product attribute difference were 

within-subject factors, and task instruction was a between-subjects factor. 

 Stimuli. Pictures of products, each consisting of three product attributes, were used as the 

main experimental stimuli. This served two purposes.  First, it prevented consumers from using 

information about particular products that could influence their future decisions.  Second, 

creating the pictures allowed for tight control over the attribute values that would be shown to 

the subjects. The product categories used and attributes manipulated are shown in Table 3-1.   

 Because the main interest of this study was how different distributions of attribute values 

interact with consumer task goals, each product attribute was assigned a different distribution of 

attribute values. Three types of distributions were used. The first type of distribution, labeled the 

“common” distribution, gave each brand the same attribute value.  The second type of 

distribution, labeled the “category diagnostic” distribution, gave the first two brands the same 
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attribute value, and the second two brands a different attribute value.  The third distribution, 

labeled the “unique” distribution, gave each brand a unique value.   

 Table 3-2 depicts a schematic representation of the attribute value assignment in the 

exposure phase of the experiment.  Each brand’s attribute values were dependent on both the 

product category used and the attribute type.  In Table 3-2, a value of one represents the smallest 

attribute value possible for that product category and attribute while a value of four represents 

use of the largest attribute value for that product category and attribute.  Assignment of attribute 

value distributions to particular attributes was counterbalanced to average the effects of 

interactions between the distribution type and a specific attribute.  An example of this for the tee 

shirt category is shown in Figure 3-1. In Schedule 1, shirt length is the common attribute, neck 

type is the category diagnostic attribute, and sleeve strap width is the unique attribute. In 

Schedule 2, neck type is the common attribute, sleeve strap width is the category diagnostic 

attribute, and shirt length is the unique attribute. In Schedule 3, sleeve strap width is the common 

attribute, shirt length is the category diagnostic attribute, and neck type is the unique attribute.  

 The test phase of the experiment utilized a different set of stimuli. During this phase, the 

subjects were shown a new “model” of the product category alongside one of the products that 

had been present during the exposure phase of the experiment. The new product differed from 

the old product in one of two ways, depending on which attribute the new product possessed a 

different value upon (in both cases, the new product differed from the old product attribute 

values by only one step, along one attribute). New stimuli where the attribute value difference 

occurred on the attribute which had been previously category diagnostic were named category 

diagnostic products (NewCatDiag), and stimuli that differed on the attribute that previously had a 

unique distribution were named unique products (NewUnique). Table 3-3 provides a schematic 
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representation of the new products and also indicates the products from the exposure phase of the 

experiment to which the new products were compared.  Using the same technique, new products 

were created for all three product categories.  

 Procedure.  Upon entering the laboratory, experimental participants were randomly 

placed into one of the two instruction conditions. The participants assigned to the consider task 

received the following instructions: “In the next portion of the experiment, you will be shown 

pictures of four different models of a specific type of product. When you are shown these 

pictures, imagine that you are considering a future purchase, and that you want to narrow your 

selections down to 2 items. Based upon the pictures alone, FORM A CONSIDERATION SET of 

2 models that you are most interested in. You may be asked to explain the way you grouped the 

pictures in order to FORM A CONSIDERATION SET.”  Participants assigned to the choose 

condition received these instructions: “In the next portion of the experiment, you will be shown 

pictures of four different models of a specific type of product. When you are shown these 

pictures, imagine that you will be buying one of these specific models.  Using the information 

provided, CHOOSE THE BEST PRODUCT. You may be asked to explain the reasons you used 

to CHOOSE THE BEST PRODUCT of the group.” 

 After the subjects had received the task instructions, they were shown four models of one 

of the three product categories (selected randomly).  The models were presented simultaneously 

in a side by side manner. The leftmost product was labeled Brand A, and the rightmost product 

was labeled Brand D. After ten seconds, a “continue” button appeared at the bottom of the 

screen.  Although this was done to prompt them to move to the test phase of the experiment, 

subjects could continue viewing the products until they were ready to move forward.  
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 Following the exposure phase of each product category, subjects entered the test phase of 

the experiment (for that category). Here, they received the following instruction: “Now that you 

have (formed a consideration set/chosen the best product) we are interested in what you think 

about 8 new models of (product category name).  On each screen, the model on the left will be a 

new version of this brand of (product category name) and the one on the right will be one that 

you have previously seen.  We are interested in how “new” the new model seems compared to 

the old model you are being shown. Please indicate this using the scale presented below the 

pictures. The pictures will remain present while you make your decision.”   

 Following the instructions, one of the eight possible comparisons was randomly selected 

to be presented.  During presentation, the new product was shown on the left portion of the 

screen and the old product was presented on the right portion of the screen.  On the bottom of the 

screen was a scale that ranged from 1-10, with the phrase “Not New at All” anchoring the left 

hand side and the phrase “Very New” anchoring the right hand side of the scale.  After this 

decision had been made, another of the remaining comparisons was randomly selected to appear, 

and presentation and judgments continued until all of the remaining comparisons had been made.  

At this point, one of the remaining product categories was selected, after which the exposure and 

test processes occurred again, until the subjects had completed all three of the product categories.  

Results 

 A 3 (product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by 2 (shopping task: “form a 

consideration set” vs. “choose the best product”) by 2 (new product attribute difference type: 

category diagnostic vs. unique) repeated-measures MANOVA was performed on subjects 

novelty ratings, with shopping task as the between-subjects variable, and product category and 

new product attribute difference type as within-subjects factors.  There was no interaction 

between product category, shopping task, and new product difference type on judgments of 
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novelty (F (1, 45) = 1.90, p = .16), so the rest of the analyses were collapsed across the product 

category factor. 

 After the subjects’ judgments had been aggregated across product category types, a 2 

(shopping task: “form a consideration set” vs. “choose the best product”) by 2 (new product 

attribute difference type: category diagnostic vs. unique) repeated-measures MANOVA was 

performed on the data, with shopping task as a between-subjects factor and new product attribute 

difference type as a within-subjects factor. The analysis did not report a significant effect of new 

product attribute difference type (F (1, 46) = 2.03, p = .16) or shopping instructions alone (F (1, 

46) = 1.67, p = .20) on judgments of new product novelty.  

 However, the analysis did reveal the expected two-way interaction between shopping task 

and new product attribute difference type on the perceived novelty of new products (F (1, 46) = 

12.64, p = .001).  Figure 3 depicts these results. Simple effects tests revealed a significant effect 

of instruction on new products that differed along the unique dimension (NewUnique) (MConsider = 

2.14, MChoose = 2.68; F (1, 46) = 4.59, p = .04), indicating changes in its use.  However, these 

tests also reported no effect of instruction when the new products differed on the category 

diagnostic dimension (NewCatDiag) (MConsider = 2.46, MChoose = 2.54; F < 1). 

Discussion 

 This experiment demonstrated that increased sensitivity caused by the interaction 

between the distribution of values along an attribute and consumers’ tasks affect consumers’ 

subsequent attribute use. As before, the results confirmed the experimental hypotheses. The task 

goals active during exposure affected the perceptual availability of particular product attributes, 

depending on the distribution of values along that attribute during exposure.  This caused 

subjects to be more sensitive to attribute level differences along this attribute when judging new 

products, affecting their perceptions of product novelty. As in the pilot experiment, the results 
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indicated that the strongest effects were for items that differed along the attribute with the unique 

distribution. Subjects who formed consideration sets did not perceive these products to be as 

novel as subjects who made a choice during exposure.   

Experiment 1B  

 Experiment 1A found a link between consumer tasks during initial product exposure and 

the distribution of values along an attribute on consumers’ later judgments of product novelty.  

This experiment extends the ecological validity of this experiment by demonstrating that these 

same factors influence consumers’ willingness to pay for new items.  

 Assuming that individuals are willing to pay more for items that are perceived as novel, a 

consumer should be willing to pay more for items that differ on the attribute that they sensitize to 

as a result of her task during exposure. Thus, consumers should pay greater amounts for products 

that differ on the category diagnostic attribute when they initially form consideration sets than 

when they choose.  Conversely, consumers should pay more for products that differ on the 

unique attribute when they are asked to make a choice than when they form consideration sets.  

Method 

 Participants and Design. Sixty-six undergraduate students from a large southeastern 

university participated in this experiment in exchange for extra credit.  The design was a three 

(product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by two (shopping task: “form a consideration 

set” vs. “choose the best product”) by two (new product attribute difference type: category 

diagnostic vs. unique) mixed design.  Product category and new product attribute difference were 

within-subject factors, and task instruction was the between-subjects factor. 

 Stimuli. The stimuli used in this exposure and test phases of this experiment were exactly 

the same as those used in experiment 1A. 
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 Procedure.  Upon entering the laboratory, experimental participants were randomly 

placed into one of the two instruction conditions. The instructions and exposure phase of the 

experiment were identical to that of experiment 1a.  Following the exposure phase of each 

product category, subjects entered the test phase of the experiment (for that category). Here, they 

received the following instruction: “Now that you have (formed a consideration set/chosen the 

best product) we are interested in what you think about 8 new models of (product category). On 

each screen, the model on the left will be a new version of this brand of (product category) and 

the one on the right will be one that you have previously seen.  We are interested in how much 

more you would be willing to pay for the new model compared to the old model you are being 

shown.  Please indicate this using the numbers presented below the pictures. The pictures will 

remain present while you make your decision.” 

 Following the instructions, one of the eight possible comparisons was randomly selected 

to be presented.  During presentation, the new product was shown on the left portion of the 

screen and the old product was presented on the right portion of the screen.  On the bottom of the 

screen was a scale that ranged from -$2.50 to +$2.50 coupled with the question: “Compared to 

the model on the right, how much more would you be willing to pay (in dollars) for the NEW 

item?” 

 After this decision had been made, another of the remaining comparisons was randomly 

selected to appear, and presentation and judgments continued until all of the remaining 

comparisons had been made.  At this point, one of the remaining product categories was selected, 

after which the exposure and test processes occurred again, until all three of the product 

categories had been completed.  
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Results 

 A 3 (product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by 2 (shopping task: “form a 

consideration set” vs. “choose the best product”) by 2 (new product attribute difference type: 

category diagnostic vs. unique) repeated-measures MANOVA was performed, with product 

category and new product attribute difference as within-subject factors, and task instruction as 

the between-subjects factor.  There was no interaction between product category, shopping task, 

and new product attribute difference type on subjects’ willingness to pay (F (2, 128) = 1.96, p = 

.145), so the results were collapsed along the product category factor for the rest of the analyses.  

 Further analyses revealed the expected two-way interaction between shopping task and 

new product attribute difference type on subjects willingness to pay for new items (F (1, 64) = 

5.54, p = .022).  Figure 4 shows these results.  Simple effects tests revealed that instruction had 

an effect on subjects willingness to pay for new items that differed on the unique attribute 

(NewUnique) (MConsider= .203, MChoose = .487; F (1, 64) = 8.24, p = .006), but not on subjects 

willingness to pay for items that differed along the category diagnostic attribute (NewCatDiag) 

(MConsider= .215, MChoose = .325; F (1, 64) = 1.11, p = .295).  There was also a significant effect of 

new product attribute difference type such that subjects were, on average willing to pay more for 

unique products than for category diagnostic products (MUnique = .358 , MCatDiag = .275; F (1, 64) 

= 4.07, p = .048).  Subjects were also willing to pay more for products (regardless of type) when 

they initially chose than when they formed consideration sets (MConsider = .209 , MChoose = .406; F 

(1, 64) = 4.34, p = .041).   

Discussion 

 Experiment 1B demonstrates that the task active during product exposure and the 

distribution of values along a product attribute prime subjects to be more sensitive towards 

attribute level differences along the task compatible attribute. Here, this was reflected in 
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subjects’ willingness to pay for new items, depending on which attribute the new product 

differed along. Depending on their initial task, subjects were willing to pay more for new 

products that differed along the unique attribute than for new products that differed along the 

category diagnostic attribute.  When the new product differed along the unique attribute, they 

were willing to pay, on average, approximately $0.28 more for the same item when they had 

made a choice than when they formed a consideration set during initial product exposure.  

 Interestingly, subjects’ shopping tasks did not change their perceptions of attribute 

importance (pilot study), perceived product novelty (experiment 1A), or willingness to pay for 

new products (experiment 1B) for category diagnostic attributes or products.  While it was 

initially hypothesized that this difference was due to a spurious interaction between a color type 

attribute having the unique distribution, the counterbalanced design of experiments 1a and 1b 

would have negated this effect.  However, there are several explanations for this phenomenon. 

 The first possibility is that formation of consideration sets does not lead to use of the 

category diagnostic attribute. A second possibility is that “choosers” sensitize to both category 

diagnostic and unique attributes in their decisions. Previous research has shown that choice is a 

staged process where consumers examine the entire array of options, narrow the options into an 

acceptable group, and then make a final decision from this subset (Bettman and Park 1980; 

Chakravarti, Janiszewski, and Ulkumen 2006; Nedungadi 1990).  The first phase of this process 

is the formation of a consideration set, which is typically composed of products that are similar 

to one another either because they share the same attribute values or because they have 

comparable values along the same attribute (Chakravarti and Janiszewski 2003).  Thus, 

individuals engaged in choice, in addition to using unique attributes, would also incorporate 

information about the category diagnostic attribute in their product judgments. Specifically, these 
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individuals first utilize the category diagnostic attribute to form their consideration set and then 

use the unique attribute to make a choice.  Because the sensitization of a particular attribute 

persists even after goal completion (Schyns 1998), the initial formation of a consideration set, 

even when followed by a choice task, could increase use of the category diagnostic attribute.  

 If choosers utilize both category diagnostic and unique attributes, then the design of 

experiments 1A and 1B may have contributed to the lack of an effect for products that differ on 

the category diagnostic attribute.  In these studies, subjects’ new product evaluations could have 

been based on one or any combination of the new products’ attributes. Thus, placing consumers 

in a choice situation where attribute use is mutually exclusive may provide better insight into the 

use of category diagnostic attributes by “choosers” because it would force them to use only the 

most important attribute to them. Experiment 2 examines this possibility.  

 The use of multiple attributes by those making choices raises an additional question as 

well: Is the use of multiple product attributes due to goal-based priming, or is it due to 

motivational issues?  While the premise of this paper contends that goals make some attributes 

more perceptually available, the description of the staged choice process given above makes 

attribute use seem motivational. This explanation suggests that consumers making choices 

examine category diagnostic attributes before examination of unique attributes. The initial 

utilization of the category diagnostic attribute carries over to future product judgments, which 

leads “choosers” to appear similar to “considerers” when evaluating products that differ only 

along the category diagnostic attribute. 

Alternatively, choice causes category diagnostic attributes and unique attributes to be 

primed in parallel.  As said earlier, making a choice, by definition, requires the selection of a 

product that is different from all of the other products.  With regard to distributions of attribute 
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values, both category diagnostic and unique distributions provide differentiating information. 

This is obviously more granular for unique attributes, but category diagnostic attributes also 

differentiate products albeit in a broad manner.  Thus, in line with a goal-directed account of 

perception, choice may prime receptivity towards all differentiating dimensions simultaneously.  

In other words, whereas a motivational account states that “choosers” move from category 

diagnostic to unique attributes in their decision process, the priming account posits that 

sensitization to both attribute distributions occurs at once. Experiment 3 examines this question 

explicitly.   
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Table 3-1. Schematic for attribute value assignments for the exposure stimuli.  

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
Common 1 1 1 1

Category Diagnostic 1 1 4 4
Unique 1 4 3 2
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Table 3-2. Product categories and attribute types used in experiment 1. 

Tee Shirts Sunglasses Frisbees
V-Neck Length Shade Darkness Disk Size
Torso Length Arm Length Number of "Speed Holes"

Shoulder Strap Width Bridge Height Size of "Speed Holes"
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Table 3-3. Schematic representation of the test phase stimuli in experiment 1. 

Differing Attribute New Old
Category Diagnostic Common 1 1

Cat Diag 2 vs. 1 Brand A
Unique 1 1

Common 1 1
Cat Diag 2 vs. 1 Brand B
Unique 4 4

Common 1 1
Cat Diag 3 vs. 4 Brand C
Unique 3 3

Common 1 1
Cat Diag 3 vs. 4 Brand D
Unique 2 2

Unique Common 1 1
Cat Diag 1 vs. 1 Brand A
Unique 2 1

Common 1 1
Cat Diag 1 vs. 1 Brand B
Unique 3 4

Common 1 1
Cat Diag 4 vs. 4 Brand C
Unique 4 3

Common 1 1
Cat Diag 4 vs. 4 Brand D
Unique 1 2
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Brand A Brand B Brand C Brand D

Schedule 1

Schedule 2

Schedule 3

 
Figure 3-1. Example of counterbalancing in the tee-shirt stimuli used experiment 1. 
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Figure 3-2. Results of experiment 1A. 
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Figure 3-3. Results of experiment 1B. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENT 2 

 Experiments 1A and 1B demonstrate that consumers’ shopping tasks and attribute 

distributions affect new product judgments and willingness to pay. Moreover, both experiments 

showed that consumer tasks had more of an influence when the new products differed along the 

unique attribute.  One possible reason why the earlier experiments did not find differences in use 

of the category diagnostic attribute may be that “choosers” used the category diagnostic attribute 

in addition to the unique attribute in their judgments.  This made it difficult to determine whether 

subjects tasked to consideration set formation used the category diagnostic attribute less than 

predicted or if subjects that were tasked to make a choice used the category diagnostic attribute 

more than expected. This experiment attempts to make this distinction more obvious by creating 

a choice environment that requires subjects to use either the category diagnostic or the unique 

attribute exclusively.   

 Here, we examine the situation where, after a task-directed exposure to a set of products, 

three new products are seen. Two of these products possess more similar attribute values along 

the category diagnostic attribute (e.g., Brand A and Brand B), and two have more similar values 

along the unique attribute (e.g., Brand B and Brand C). Subjects are then asked to choose which 

two of the three new products are most similar to each other. We predict that when consumers 

initially engage in consideration set formation, that they will group the new products based on 

their similarity along the category diagnostic attribute more than when they make choices during 

initial product exposure. 

Method 

 Participants and Design.  Fifty-one undergraduate students from a large southeastern 

university participated in this experiment in exchange for extra credit.  The design was a three 
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(product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by two (shopping task: “form a consideration 

set” vs. “choose the best product”) by two (dependent measure setup) mixed design.  Product 

category and dependent measure types were within-subject factors, and task instruction was the 

between-subjects factor. 

 Stimuli.  This experiment used the same stimuli as experiment 1 in the exposure phase.  

Different stimuli were used in the test portion of the experiment. Because the goal of the 

experiment was to determine how tasks present during exposure affected the exclusive use of 

product attributes, the stimuli at test phase created a conflict between the uses of two of the 

attributes in forming a decision. Here, subjects were presented with pictures of three brands from 

a given product category.  Brands 1 and 2 possessed more similar values on either the category 

diagnostic (or unique) attribute, and Brands 2 and 3 had more similar values on the unique (or 

category diagnostic) attribute.  Along the common attribute, all three brands possessed the same 

value.  Table 4-1 depicts the assignment of attribute values for both sets of dependent measures 

used.  Note that the attribute/distribution labels refer to the type of distribution a particular 

attribute had in the exposure phase of the experiment.   

 Procedure.  Upon entering the laboratory were randomly assigned to one of the two 

shopping task conditions.  The instructions and exposure phase of the experiment were identical 

to that of experiments 1a and 1b.  After the subjects were done viewing the exposure stimuli, 

they moved into the test phase of the experiment. Here, subjects were presented with three “new 

brands” of the product. Two of the brands were more similar on the attribute that had been 

previously category diagnostic, and two were more similar on the attribute where each brand had 

possessed a unique value.  The subjects were instructed that their task was to select the two 

brands that were most similar to each other (Brand 1 and Brand 2, or Brand 2 and Brand 3). 
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Following their selection, the subjects were presented with the second set of three brands, from 

which they had to again make a similarity decision. The order of the two sets of three products 

was randomized.  Following this, another product category was randomly selected for exposure 

and test until all three product categories had been seen.  

Results 

 A 3 (product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by 2 (shopping task: “form a 

consideration set” vs. “choose the best product”) by 2 (dependent measure type) repeated-

measures MANOVA was performed, with shopping task as a between-subjects variable and 

product category and dependent measure type as within-subjects factors.  The percentage of 

groupings made using the category diagnostic attribute was the critical measure. 

 Multivariate tests revealed that neither product category (F (2, 98) = 1.41, p < .25) nor 

dependent measure type (F < 1) significantly interacted with shopping task on the type of 

groupings made so the results were collapsed across both within-subject measures for the 

remainder of the analyses. 

 Figure 4-1 depicts the critical result. As hypothesized, shopping task had a significant 

effect on product groupings. Subjects who formed consideration sets were more likely to group 

the new products using the category diagnostic attribute than subjects who were asked to make a 

choice during initial product exposure (MConsider = .53, MChoose = .42; F (1, 49) = 5.64, p = .022).  

Discussion 

 This experiment again shows that the task goals during product exposure affect 

individuals’ sensitivity towards attribute level differences, depending on that attribute’s 

distribution. When subjects formed consideration sets during exposure, they were more likely to 

group the new products based on the products’ similarity along category diagnostic attribute.  

But, when subjects made choices during initial exposure, they were more likely to group the new 
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products based upon their similarity upon the unique attribute.  This supports the claim that the 

lack of a difference in product judgments seen in experiments 1A and 1B was most likely due to 

“choosers” incorporating category diagnostic information in their judgments. 
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Table 4-1. Schematic of dependent measures used in the test portion of experiments 2 and 3.  

DV 1
Model A Model B Model C Model A Model B Model C

Common 1 1 1 1 1 1
Category Diagnostic 1 2 4 2 2 3

Unique 1 3 4 2 3 3

DV 2
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Figure 4-1. Results of experiment 2. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENT 3 

 Experiment 2 provided evidence that category diagnostic and unique attributes are used 

when initial exposure is accompanied by choice.  However, it does not clarify whether the use of 

both attribute distribution types is a motivational or priming issue. Indeed, one can easily 

imagine how “choosers” could be more involved or more meticulous in their information search 

than those who were simply forming consideration sets. Using two different techniques, 

experiments 3A and 3B examine whether attribute use is motivational or primed. 

Experiment 3A 

This experiment attempts to determine whether the use of category diagnostic attributes 

and unique attributes by those forming choices is due to subjects’ sequential pursuit of them 

(motivational account) or if the choice task primes receptivity towards both attribute distribution 

types simultaneously. This experiment tests these hypotheses by examining subjects’ initial 

product viewing times.  If motivational influences are present, individuals in the choice task 

should take longer to view the initial products than subjects forming consideration sets, because 

they have to form consideration sets prior to choice. However, if there are no differences in 

viewing times, then it seems more likely that both category diagnostic and unique attributes are 

primed when individuals prepare to choose. 

In addition to task-related motivations to utilize more product information, individuals may 

also have dispositional biases that affect information search behavior. This bias is often reflected 

in individuals’ need for cognition (NFC). Generally, an individual’s score on the need for 

cognition scale determines her “tendency to engage in and enjoy effortful cognitive endeavors” 

(Cacioppo and Petty 1982; Cacioppo, Petty, and Kao 1984) such that higher scores reflect a 

greater willingness to engage in these activities.  Indeed, individuals with high NFC have been 
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shown to incorporate a greater number of product attributes in their decisions (Chuna and Laran 

2009; Levin, Huneke, and Jasper 2000; Wood and Swait 2002).  If greater NFC leads to a 

conscious motivation to search for more information then we would expect that individuals with 

high NFC should have longer initial viewing times than low NFC individuals. 

Another possibility is that the dispositional bias provided by NFC may simply act as a 

baseline prime which pre-sensitizes individuals towards either efficient or accurate attributes. 

Along these lines, previous research has shown that high NFC consumers place greater emphasis 

on accuracy than consumers with low NFC (Levin, Huneke, and Jasper 2000). If NFC operates 

through priming, then high NFC subjects should be more likely to group the new products based 

on their similarity along unique attribute while subjects with low NFC subjects should group the 

new products using the category diagnostic attribute. Moreover, in opposition to the motivational 

account, the priming explanation predicts no differences in viewing time due to subjects’ NFC.    

Method 

 Participants and Design.  Thirty-eight undergraduate students from a large southeastern 

university participated in this experiment in exchange for extra credit.  The design was a three 

(product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by two (shopping task: “form a consideration 

set” vs. “choose the best product”) by two (need for cognition: high vs. low) by two (dependent 

measure setup) mixed design.  Product category and dependent measure types were within-

subject factors, and task instruction and need for cognition were between-subjects factors. 

 Stimuli.  This experiment utilized the same stimuli as in Experiment 2. 

 Procedure.  Before beginning the experiment, subjects entering the laboratory were 

randomly assigned to one of the two shopping task conditions.  The instructions and exposure 

phase of the experiment were identical to the previous experiments.  However, in this 

experiment, subjects’ viewing of the initial products in the exposure phase was timed. The test 
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phase of the experiment was the same as experiment 2.  After all of the product categories had 

been exhausted, the subjects completed the 18 item need for cognition scale (Cacioppo, Petty, 

and Kao 1984).  

Results 

 Before any analyses were conducted, subjects were placed into a need for cognition 

category (high vs. low) based upon their responses to the NFC scale. The mean was (MNFC = 

87.13). Subjects who scored lower than the mean were marked as “low NFC” and subjects 

scoring higher than the mean were marked as “high NFC”.  

New product groupings 

A 3 (product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by 2 (shopping task: “form a 

consideration set” vs. “choose the best product”) by 2 (need for cognition: high vs. low) by 2 

(dependent measure type) repeated-measures MANOVA was performed, with shopping task and 

need for cognition as between-subjects variables, and product category and dependent measure 

type as within-subjects factors.  The percentage of groupings made using the category diagnostic 

attribute was the critical measure. 

 Multivariate tests revealed that neither product category (F (2, 68) = 1.90, p = .16) nor 

dependent measure type (F < 1) significantly interacted with shopping task on the type of 

groupings made.  Likewise, no significant interaction existed between product category type and 

need for cognition (F < 1) on new product groupings.  Additionally, neither the interaction 

between shopping tasks, need for cognition, and product category (F < 1) nor the interaction 

between shopping tasks, need for cognition, and dependent measure type (F < 1) nor the 

interaction between shopping tasks, need for cognition, product category, and dependent measure 

type were significant (F < 1), so the results were collapsed across both within-subject measures 

for the remainder of the analyses. 
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Figure 5-1 depicts the new product groupings. Results indicated a marginally significant 

two-way interaction between subjects initial task instruction and need for cognition on the types 

of new product groupings (F (1, 34) = 3.74, p =.06). Within the low need for cognition group, 

task instructions significantly affected subjects new product groupings; subjects grouped the new 

products based on their similarity along the category diagnostic attribute more when they 

initially formed consideration sets than when they made choices during initial exposure 

(MNFCLow/Consider = .77, MNFCLow/Choose = .39; F (1, 35) = 18.98, p < .001). Subjects’ tasks also 

affected the product groupings within the high need for cognition group. Again, new product 

groupings demonstrated greater reliance on the category diagnostic attribute when consideration 

sets were initially formed than when choices were made during product exposure 

(MNFCHigh/Consider = .51, MNFCHigh/Choose = .33; F (1, 35) = 4.32, p < .05).  Further, low NFC 

subjects were more likely to group the new products using the category diagnostic attribute than 

high NFC subjects when asked to form consideration sets (F (1, 35) = 4.42, p = .043).  There was 

no effect of NFC for subjects that were asked to make choices (F < 1).  

 Again, there was an effect of task instruction on subjects’ new product groupings. More 

new product groupings were based on the new products’ similarity along the category diagnostic 

attribute when subjects formed consideration sets (MConsider = .62) than when they were initially 

asked to make a choice (MChoose = .36; F (1, 34) = 29.21, p < .001). In line with the priming 

hypothesis, subjects’ NFC also affected new product groupings. Low NFC subjects were more 

likely to group the new products using the category diagnostic attribute (MNFCLow = .57) than 

high NFC subjects (MNFCHigh = .44; F (1, 34) = 9.02, p = .005).  

Initial product viewing times 

Before analysis, all viewing times were subjected to a natural log transformation. These 

times were then used in a 3 (product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by 2 (shopping 
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task: “form a consideration set” vs. “choose the best product”) by 2 (need for cognition: high vs. 

low) repeated-measures MANOVA, with shopping task and need for cognition as between-

subjects variables, and product category as a within-subjects factor.  There was no interaction 

between product category and task instructions (F < 1), no interaction between product category 

and NFC (F < 1), or between task instruction, NFC, and product category (F < 1) on subjects’ 

viewing times, so the product category factor was collapsed for the rest of the analyses.  

 Providing additional evidence for the priming hypothesis, these analyses revealed that 

task instruction, NFC, and the interaction between the two had no effect on subjects’ viewing 

times during initial product exposure (F < 1).   

Experiment 3B 

 This experiment also attempts to determine if task goals prime sensitivity to product 

attributes or if task goals provide motivation for additional information search. As opposed to the 

previous studies, where subjects’ viewing times of the initial stimuli was self-determined, this 

experiment artificially limits initial product exposure (10 seconds).  

 If dual attribute use by those forming choices is motivational, then those forming choices 

should require more time to process this information. Because the viewing time in this 

experiment is significantly less than the average viewing times reported in experiment 2b 

(14.88s), subjects making choices during initial product exposure may not have time to move 

from category diagnostic to unique attributes. Under these conditions, the motivational account 

would predict no differences in new product groupings between those asked to form 

consideration sets and those asked to make choices. However, if post-exposure changes in 

attribute sensitivity are due to priming, then we would expect the task instructions to affect 

subjects’ new product groupings.  
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 This design also allows re-evaluation of the effects of consumers’ NFC. If NFC simply 

provides a motivational bias to process more information, then, due to the time constraint, no 

differences in new product groupings would be expected between low and high NFC subjects. 

However, if NFC primes efficiency (low NFC) or accuracy goals (high NFC), then low NFC 

subjects should make more new product groupings using the category diagnostic attribute then 

high NFC subjects.  

Method 

 Participants and Design.  Fourty-four undergraduate students from a large southeastern 

university participated in this experiment in exchange for extra credit.  The design was a three 

(product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by two (shopping task: “form a consideration 

set” vs. “choose the best product”) by two (need for cognition: high vs. low) by two (dependent 

measure setup) mixed design.  Product category and dependent measure types were within-

subject factors, and task instruction and need for cognition were between-subjects factors. 

 Stimuli.  This experiment utilized the same stimuli as in Experiment 2b. 

 Procedure.  Upon entering the laboratory subjects were randomly assigned to one of the 

two shopping task conditions.  The instructions and exposure phase of the experiment were 

identical to the previous experiments with one exception. In this experiment, subjects’ viewing 

of the initial products in the exposure phase was limited to ten seconds. Once this time had 

expired, the products in the initial exposure set disappeared and the subjects entered the next 

phase of the experiment, which was identical to experiment 2b. After all the product categories 

had been exhausted, the subjects completed the 18-item need for cognition scale. 

Results 

Before any analyses were conducted, subjects were placed into a need for cognition 

category (high vs. low) based upon their responses to the NFC scale. The mean was (MNFC = 
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86.95). Subjects who scored lower than the mean were marked as “low NFC” and subjects 

scoring higher than the mean were marked as “high NFC”. 

A 3 (product category: tee-shirts, sunglasses, frisbees) by 2 (shopping task: “form a 

consideration set” vs. “choose the best product”) by 2 (need for cognition: high vs. low) by 2 

(dependent measure type) repeated-measures MANOVA was performed, with shopping task and 

need for cognition as between-subjects variables, and product category and dependent measure 

type as within-subjects factors.  The percentage of groupings made using the category diagnostic 

attribute was the critical measure. 

 Multivariate tests revealed that neither product category (F < 1) nor dependent measure 

type (F < 1) significantly interacted with shopping task on the type of groupings made.  

Likewise, no significant interaction existed between product category type and NFC (F (2, 80) = 

1.48, p = .233) or between dependent measure type and NFC (F (1, 40) = 1.45, p = .236) on new 

product groupings.  Additionally, neither the interaction between shopping tasks, need for 

cognition, and product category (F (2, 80) = 1.41, p = .251) nor the interaction between shopping 

tasks, need for cognition, and dependent measure type (F (1, 40) = 3.56, p = .066) nor the 

interaction between shopping tasks, need for cognition, product category, and dependent measure 

type were significant (F (2, 80) = 1.39, p = .255), so the results were collapsed across both 

within-subject measures for the remainder of the analyses. 

The critical results are shown in Figure 5-2. There was no interaction between subjects 

initial task instruction and need for cognition on the types of new product groupings (F < 1). For 

low NFC subjects, task instructions had a marginal effect on subjects’ new product groupings; 

new products were grouped based on their similarity along the category diagnostic attribute more 

by the subjects that formed consideration sets than by subjects who initially chose 
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(MNFCLow/Consider = .63, MNFCLow/Choose = .5; F (1, 41) = 3.14, p = .084). Subjects’ tasks also 

affected the product groupings within the high need for cognition group. Again, new product 

groupings demonstrated greater reliance on the category diagnostic attribute when consideration 

sets were initially formed than when choices were made during product exposure 

(MNFCHigh/Consider = .54, MNFCHigh/Choose = .37; F (1, 41) = 4.83, p < .05).  But, even while 

directionally appropriate with our hypothesis, low NFC subjects were not significantly more 

likely to group the new products using the category diagnostic attribute than high NFC subjects 

when asked to form consideration sets (F (1, 41) = 2.01, p = .164).  Similarly, there was no effect 

of NFC for subjects that were asked to make choices (F (1, 41) = 2.68, p = .109).  

 This experiment again demonstrated that subjects’ tasks during initial exposure shape 

their later product decisions.  Like before, results indicated a significant effect of task 

instructions on subjects’ new product groupings. More new product groupings were based on the 

new products’ similarity along the category diagnostic attribute when subjects formed 

consideration sets (MConsider = .59) than when they were initially asked to make a choice (MChoose 

= .43; F (1, 40) = 7.46, p = .009).  In line with the priming hypothesis, subjects’ NFC also 

affected new product groupings. Low NFC subjects were more likely to group the new products 

using the category diagnostic attribute (MNFCLow = .57) than high NFC subjects (MNFCHigh = .44; F 

(1, 40) = 4.24, p = .046). 

Discussion 

 Experiment 3 generates a number of insights. The significant effect of task on new 

product groupings again demonstrates that consumers’ tasks sensitize consumers towards 

particular distributions of attribute values, depending on how those distributions afford their 

initial task. Subjects who initially formed consideration sets were more likely to show sensitivity 
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to attribute level tradeoffs along the category diagnostic attribute whereas subjects who initially 

chose were more sensitive to attribute level differences along the unique attribute. 

 The results also show that the link between task and attribute sensitivity and use is more 

likely to be the result of priming than subjects’ motivation to simply search for more 

information. Specifically, because both category diagnostic and unique attributes contribute to 

identification processes, the instruction to choose primes sensitivity for both unique and category 

diagnostic attributes simultaneously. Because the unique attribute does not contribute to efficient 

representations, the instruction to form a consideration set only primes the category diagnostic 

attribute. Instead, the motivational account states that consumers tasks prompt them to first 

screen the available products into a consideration set using the category diagnostic attribute 

before moving on to making a selection from that set using the unique attribute. If this were the 

case, then subjects should have viewed products longer when they were choosing than when they 

were forming consideration sets. However, no differences in viewing times were found as a 

function of the subjects’ initial task instructions. Further, if attention to attributes occurs 

sequentially then significantly truncating the viewing times (3B) should have limited choosers’ 

ability to view the unique attribute after the category diagnostic attribute, leading to no task 

differences in their new product groupings. But, results of this experiment revealed an effect of 

task on new product groupings, which is what the priming account would have predicted 

(simultaneous sensitization).  

 Investigation of the effects of subjects’ need for cognition (NFC) also provide support for 

a priming account. The priming account of NFC posits that NFC dictates individual’s type of 

information search. Low NFC consumers search for efficient attributes, while High NFC 

consumers search for accurate attributes. The motivational explanation argues that NFC dictates 
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individual’s amount of information search. Under this explanation, high NFC consumers 

examine both category diagnostic and unique attributes allowing them to have the most 

information possible. Three concrete predictions flow from the motivational hypothesis.  

First, task differences would not be expected to affect high NFC subjects, because they 

would always incorporate all available product information. But, both experiments show that 

task had a significant effect on high NFC subjects.  Second, if high NFC leads to a greater search 

for information, then they would be expected to take more time viewing the products during 

initial exposure than low NFC subjects. The results of experiment 3A show no differences in 

viewing time as a result of subjects NFC. Third, the motivational account would predict that 

when initial product viewing times were truncated, that there should be no difference between 

the product groupings of high and low NFC subjects. In contrast, the results of experiment 3B 

show clear differences in product groupings as a function of subjects’ NFC.   

 While these results clearly make the case against a motivational account, other evidence 

provides support for a priming explanation.  If NFC acts as a baseline prime that pre-sensitizes 

individuals towards either efficient or accurate attributes, then low NFC individuals should be 

more likely to use the category diagnostic attribute and high NFC should be more likely to use 

the unique attribute to form their new product groupings.  Results from both experiments 

confirm this prediction. Additionally, if NFC primed sensitivity towards efficient or accurate 

information, then we would expect NFC level to magnify the effect of task instructions on 

subjects’ groupings. While results were only significant for the low NFC group in experiment 3a, 

the means in both experiments are directionally consistent with this premise. 
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Figure 5-1. Results of experiment 3A.  
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Figure 5-2. Results of experiment 3B. 
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CHAPTER 6 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 

This work contributes to nascent literature exploring how attribute distributions affect 

consumers’ information processing and attribute use.  While Lurie (2004) demonstrated a link 

between attribute distributions and amount of information processing, he did not explain how 

different attribute value distributions affected consumers’ actual decisions.  Existing research has 

investigated the link between attribute value distributions, attribute accessibility, and attribute 

use (Goldstone 1994; Goldstone, Medin, and Halberstadt 1997; Johnson 1989; Medin, 

Goldstone, and Gentner 1993; Schyns and Murphy 1994; Schyns and Rodet 1997) but the 

literature is divided; one can find evidence that both category diagnostic and unique attributes 

will be used in future decisions.  This paper coheres this evidence by proposing a mechanism 

that accounts for both sets of results.  Using the framework of goal-directed perception, this 

paper shows that an individual’s future use of attributes is dependent on the consumer’s task and 

how the attributes’ distributions of values afford task completion. When consumers form 

considerations sets they use category diagnostic attributes in later decisions, but when consumers 

initially choose, they utilize unique attributes in their subsequent judgments.  

 The results of one pilot study and five experiments support the claim that both attribute 

distributions and the tasks performed at the time of product exposure interact to determine 

perceptions of attribute importance and attribute use (as shown by their sensitivity to attribute 

level tradeoffs).  The pilot study demonstrated that consumers’ tasks during initial product 

exposure interact with the distribution of attribute values along an attribute such that attributes 

possessing distributions that afford task completion are later perceived to be more important. In 

experiment 1A, results showed that the task goals active during exposure sensitized individuals 

towards particular product attributes, depending on the distribution of values along that attribute. 
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This led them to be more reactant to attribute level tradeoffs along the primed attribute when 

judging the novelty of a previously unseen product.  Experiment 1B extended this finding by 

showing that consumer tasks and attribute value distributions also affect consumers’ willingness 

to pay for new items.  

 Experiment 2 showed that the similar sensitivity to tradeoffs along the category 

diagnostic attribute between those forming consideration sets and those choosing in experiment 1 

was due to choosers incorporating both category diagnostic and unique attributes in their 

judgments. Experiment 3 ruled out a motivation-based explanation for our results, and also found 

that individuals’ dispositional biases (need for cognition) may also serve as a prime to sensitize 

consumers towards attributes with particular attribute distributions.  Whereas low NFC 

consumers focus on category diagnostic attributes, high NFC consumers attend to attributes with 

unique distributions.  

 Together, these studies contribute to the notion that perception is goal-directed. When a 

goal is active, either due to a particular task, or dispositional bias, the perceptual system is 

primed to notice elements in the environment that are goal related.  Furthermore, this 

sensitization persists into future judgments and choices. Indeed, the theory of goal-directed 

perception aptly explains the prior goal-attribute links detailed by Yi (1990), Mandel and 

Johnson (2002), and Chernev (2004). This dissertation provides a unique contribution to this area 

by demonstrating that goal based priming extends beyond the qualitative nature of the prime and 

the product attribute. Specifically we show that attributes with particular distributions of values 

may differentially afford consumers’ tasks such that when task-attribute distribution 

compatibility is present, future use of these attributes occurs.  Further, consumers’ NFC may 
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naturally sensitize them towards particular attribute types as well, and in some cases, may even 

magnify the effect of task related primes. 

Applications and Extensions 

 These findings can be extended in several different ways.  Interestingly, the theory 

presented here may contribute to work examining consumers’ perceptions of the variety of an 

assortment (Hoch, Bradlow, and Wansink 1999), which consumers rank as one of the most 

important factors they consider when choosing a store.  One of the most critical elements 

contributing to these perceptions is the information structure of the environment, which relates to 

the actual differences in attribute values between different products in the assortment. As shown 

in the present study, the tasks that individuals engage in during exposure interact with actual 

information structure, and could therefore lead to different perceptions of variety for identical 

sets of products, depending on an individual’s task.  When consumers form consideration sets 

during exposure, they focus on category diagnostic attributes, but when they are choosing, they 

place greater emphasis on unique attributes.  Because, by definition, category diagnostic 

attributes have less variety along them than unique attributes, it would be expected that 

individuals engaged in consideration set formation would have lower perceptions of product 

variety than individuals that initially choose from the product assortment.  Determining the 

impact of consumers’ goals and attribute distributions on these perceptions would be an 

interesting avenue of future research. 

 There may also be links between the current work and the temporal construal literature 

(Trope and Lieberman 2003).  In general, construal level theory holds that the greater the 

temporal distance between an individual and an event, the more general and abstract 

representations of that event become.  In contrast, when an event is temporally close, its 

representations become more concrete and specific. It may be the case that these changes of 
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representation also affect which attributes individuals sensitize towards depending on when that 

consumer planned to purchase the item. When distance to purchase was lengthy, we would 

expect these consumers to be more likely to attend to category diagnostic attributes, because of 

their more general nature. However, when decision was imminent, consumers would be expected 

to sensitize towards unique attributes, because they are more concrete and specific in nature.  

 Similarly, it may be possible to lead consumers to have either simplification or accuracy 

goals using environmental primes.  While this could be accomplished through signage with goal 

related words (“Choose the best.” vs. “Make life easy.”), there are also more subtle (and 

arguably more interesting) ways that this could be accomplished as well.  Recently, work by 

Meyers-Levy and Zhu (2007) found that changes in ceiling height influenced consumers’ 

processing styles. When ceilings were high, consumers engaged in more relational processing, 

which led them to be more focused on general aspects of the products.  However, when ceilings 

were low, consumers engaged in a more analytic processing style, focusing on more specific 

product attributes.  These changes in processing style have the potential to interact with attribute 

value distributions on attribute use. When ceilings are high, and consumers engage in relational 

processing, they should be more likely to utilize category diagnostic attributes.  However, when 

ceilings are low, and consumers engage in analytic processing, they would be expected to be 

more likely to rely on unique attributes in their future decisions. Indeed, there may be a number 

of ways in which accuracy or efficiency can be primed by elements present in the retail 

environment.  Future work in this area is warranted. 

These findings also have important managerial implications.  First, this work provides a 

specific methodology that managers can use to manipulate consumers’ use of product attributes. 

For businesses on the web, it is likely that a manager can deduce a consumer’s propensity to 
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make a purchase by determining when the consumer last visited her site, the other websites most 

recently visited by the consumer, and the type of behaviors (click patterns) exhibited.  By 

determining a consumer’s likelihood of purchase, the system can determine if a consumer is 

more likely to be forming a consideration set or to be making a choice.  Using this information, 

product displays could be presented in a way that makes the retailer’s chosen attribute either 

category diagnostic or unique, thus affecting the consumer’s perceptions of that attribute’s 

importance, and increasing its chance of being used in the consumer’s future decisions.  

 A second implication of this work relates to product positioning.  By surveying the 

current product market, a manager can determine which attributes of the product category have a 

category diagnostic distribution and which have a unique distribution.  It is also assumed that 

managers have some information about their product segments. Using this information, a 

manager can then determine which attributes to either mimic or change in order to achieve a 

desired level of similarity to or differentiation from the current products on the market.  For 

example, assume that a manager wants to engage in a copycat strategy and position their product 

similarly to a product currently on the market. If the segment being targeted is likely to be high 

in need for cognition, then a manager should make sure that their product has an identical 

attribute value to the existing product along the unique attribute.  However, if they are targeting a 

segment that is thought to have low need for cognition, then it would be beneficial to mimic 

attribute values along the category diagnostic attribute.   

Similarly, if a manager is introducing his product during the introductory stage of the 

product life cycle, then the majority of consumers (i.e., non early-adopters) may be forming 

consideration sets of products that they would examine when they were ready to purchase. In this 

case, managers would want to make sure that their product possessed a similar (different) value 
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on the category diagnostic attribute if they wanted to pursue a copycat (differentiation) strategy.  

However, if the product was being introduced into a more mature product market, where the 

majority of consumers were ready to make purchases, then the manager should ensure that their 

brand is similar (different) on the unique attribute, depending on their positioning strategy. 
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